With the rapid development of electronic commerce, spam reviews are rapidly growing on the Internet to manipulate online customers' opinions on goods being sold. This paper proposes a novel approach, called CoFea (Co-training by Features), to identify spam reviews, based on entropy and the co-training algorithm. After sorting all lexical terms of reviews by entropy, we produce two views on the reviews by dividing the lexical terms into two subsets. One subset contains odd-numbered terms and the other contains even-numbered terms. Using SVM (support vector machine) as the base classifier, we further propose two strategies, CoFea-T and CoFea-S, embedded with the CoFea approach. The CoFea-T strategy uses all terms in the subsets for spam review identification by SVM. The CoFea-S strategy uses a predefined number of terms with small entropy for spam review identification by SVM. The experiment results show that the CoFea-T strategy produces better accuracy than the CoFea-S strategy, while the CoFea-S strategy saves more computing time than the CoFea-T strategy with acceptable accuracy in spam review identification.
Introduction
User-created content (UCC, also called user-generated content) are appearing in the era of Web 2.0, encouraging individuals to publish their opinions or reviews on different types of subjects such as e-commerce [1] , tourism industry [2] , software engineering [3] , and so forth. People can easily publish their opinions, comments, or views on online shopping platforms, blogs, and forums. For instance, users' comments are a must-have section on a shopping website. Potential customers typically view other people's reviews before making consumption decisions, and they may be strongly influenced by existing users' opinions. Negative reviews can cause poor reputation to a product or even a brand. On the contrary, positive reviews can impart a noble image to a product and bring about advantages over other products in the market competition.
Some companies purposely post positive reviews to promote their own products in order to make money. Even worse, they even hire an "Online Water Army" [4] to post negative comments to defame competitors' products. Since fake reviews can be generated at little cost, a large number of deceptive reviews have arisen with the development of Internet.
In order to get rid of fabricated reviews, researchers propose several approaches to differentiate false reviews from truthful ones. Jindal and Liu [5] point out that spam reviews are widespread after they analyzed 5.8 million reviews and 2.14 million reviewers from Amazon.com. They categorize spam
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Entropy
The size of information for a message and its uncertainty has a direct relationship. Entropy H of a signal x is defined by Shannon [14] to measure the amount of information. The entropy can be written explicitly as follows in Equation (1) .
where H(x) is the entropy of a discrete variable X = {x 1 , ..., x n }. b is the base of the logarithm (generally b = 2, and the unit of entropy is bit). p(x i ) is the probability of samples where x i represents each sample of the data point i. The value of p(x i )log b p(x i ) is taken to be 0 in the case of p(x i ) = 0. Based on the idea of entropy, in the proposed CoFea approach, we calculate the entropy H(x) of each term x in Equation (2) .
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Here, |D| is the total number of reviews. |D 1 | is the number of truthful reviews and |D 2 | is the number of deceptive reviews. x 1 is the number of truthful reviews which contain term x, and x 2 is the number of deceptive reviews which contain term x. The result of the summation is the entropy value of term x. If one term occurred with same frequency in both truthful and deceptive reviews, we cannot deduce useful information from it for deceptive review identification. However, if one term occurred merely in either truthful or deceptive reviews, then it can provide useful information for deceptive review identification due to the potential link between this term and the label of reviews. Further, as for the former terms, they have larger entropy values than the latter terms. From this point of view, the smaller the entropy is, the greater the amount of information the term contains for deceptive review identification.
We sort the lexical terms of all the reviews by its entropy scores in a descending order. Then we evenly divide the terms of the sequence into two distinct subsets: all odd-numbered terms groups and all even-numbered groups. Feature selection is conducted based on terms' entropy value-that is, we regard subset I as view X 1 , and subset I I as view X 2 .
The Co-Training Algorithm
The Co-training algorithm is a semi-supervised method, invented to combine labeled and unlabeled samples when the data can be regarded as having two distinct views [15] . Pioneers using the co-training method obtain accuracy as high as 95% for the task of categorizing 788 webpages by using only 12 labeled ones [16] . Other researchers extend this study into three categories: co-training with multiple views, co-training with multiple classifiers, and co-training with multiple manifolds [17] . In this paper, we use co-training with multiple views on spam review identification.
We use two feature sets as X 1 and X 2 to describe a data samplex. In other words, we have two different "views" on the data sample x, and each view can be represented by a vector x i (i = 1, 2). We assume that the two views X 1 and X 2 are independent of each other and each view in itself can provide sufficient information for the classification task. When we utilize f 1 and f 2 to denote the classifiers derived from the two views, we will obtain f 1 (x 1 ) = f 2 (x 2 ) = l, where l is the true label of x. We also can describe this idea in another way: for a data point x = (x 1 , x 2 ), if we derive two classifiers as f 1 and f 2 from the training data, f 1 (x 1 ) and f 2 (x 2 ) will predict the same label l.
Support Vector Machine (SVM)
SVM is a type of supervised learning model in machine learning proposed by Vapnik et al. [18] . This method minimizes the structural risk and turns out to provide better performance than the traditional classifiers. Formally, an SVM constructs a hyperplane in a Hilbert space. The Hilbert space has higher dimensions than that of the original one using kernel methods [19] . A good hyperplane could make the largest distance to the nearest training data point of any class.
The optimum hyperplane can be expressed as a combination of support vectors (i.e., the data samples in the input space). Generally, the optimization problem of hyperplane can be written as follows [20] .
subject to
Here, (x i , y i )(1 ≤ i ≤ l) are the labeled data samples with l labels. For each i ∈ {1, ..., n}, we use the slack variable ζ i to tolerate those outlier samples. Note that ζ i = max(0, 1 − y i (w · x i + b)), if and only if ζ i is the smallest nonnegative number satisfying y i (ω · x i + b) ≥ 1 − ζ i . ω is the slope vector of the hyperplane. After the optimal hyperplane problem is solved, the decision function f (x) = sgn((w, x) + b) can be used to classify the unlabeled data. Intuitively, the larger the distance of a data point from the hyperplane is, the more confident we will be to classify the data sample using SVM. For this reason, we use the distance |(w,x)+b| ω as the confidence of the classifying result.
CoFea-The Proposed Approach
The co-training algorithm needs two different views to combine labeled and unlabeled reviews. The state-of-the-art co-training techniques usually use different types of views. For instance, Liu et al. [17] propose combining textual content (lexical terms) of a webpage and the hyperlinks in the webpage as two distinct views for webpage classification using the co-training algorithm. Differing from their method, the CoFea algorithm is proposed to identify spam reviews using two views comprising purely lexical terms. The details of the CoFea algorithm are described in Algorithm 1 as follows.
Algorithm 1 The CoFea Algorithm
Input:
L: a n L sized set of truthful or deceptive labeled reviews; U: a n U sized set of unlabeled reviews; X 1 : the feature 1 set of terms derived from the words in reviews; X 2 : the feature 2 set of terms derived from the words in reviews; K: the iteration number; n U : the number of reviews U drawn from U; n: the number of selected reviews which are classified as truthful; p: the number of selected reviews which are classified as deceptive; Υ: the reviews' label, i.e. Υ = {deceptive, truth f ul}.
Output:
Two trained classifiers f
Randomly sample a n U -sized reviews set U from U;
2.
Based on the L set, train a classifier f 2 on the view of X 2 ; 3.
For t = 1, ..., K iterations:
to classify the reviews in U ;
Use f
5.
Select n reviews from U classified by f
Select p reviews from U classified by f
Add all those selected 2n + 2p reviews to L, remove them from U ; 7.
Randomly choose 2n + 2p reviews from U and merge them to U ;
8.
Based on the new L set, retrain a classifier f (t)
1 on the view of X 1 and a classifier f
At the preparatory phase, we produce a lexicon including all those terms appearing in the reviews. Then, the lexicon is divided into two distinct subsets evenly. Here, we take one subset as I and the other as I I. That is, the terms in subset I are different from the terms in subset I I and vice versa. Note that the two subsets are of the same size. Further, we regard subset I as view X 1 , and subset I I as view X 2 .
With lines 1 and 2, we use the labeled reviews L to train our base SVM classifier with two views, X 1 and X 2 . With lines 4-6, we use the trained classifiers to classify the unlabeled reviews in the test set U and select the number of 2n + 2p classified reviews from U to augment the training set L. Then, with line 7, we fetch 2n + 2p unlabeled reviews from set U to complement the test set U . Finally, with line 8, the base classifiers are retrained using the augmented training set L. With K times of iteration, the CoFea algorithm is trained completely for spam review identification. We adopt the 10-fold cross-validation method to evaluate the accuracy in testing the CoFea algorithm.
There are two different methods for feature selection (in this paper, we use the terms occurring in the reviews as our feature) and those features are used to represent reviews as data samples. That is, each individual review is represented by a numeric vector and each dimension of the vector corresponds to one feature.
The CoFea-T (T abbreviates "total") strategy is to use all terms in the lexicon for review representation. Under this strategy, we use the subset I and the subset I I of views X 1 and X 2 as the features to represent each review as two numeric vectors. Then, the two numeric vectors are used to train the base classifier with the CoFea algorithm.
The details of the CoFea-T strategy are shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 The CoFea-T Strategy
Input: L: a n L -sized set of truthful or deceptive labeled reviews; U: a n U -sized set of unlabeled reviews; Procedure:
1.
Traversing all the reviews without repetition both labeled and unlabeled, we can get a ρ-sized lexicon with the entropy of each term as the term additive attribute; 2.
Sort the terms by entropy; 3.
Represent every review with vector, use the odd-even order of the terms in the lexicon to divide them. Get r L a , r L b , r U a and r U b . Each vector has the length of ρ/2, and each vector has nearly the same
The CoFea-S (S abbreviates "sampling") strategy uses some of the terms in the subset I and the subset I I for review representation. By the entropy score, we know that some lexical terms in the reviews are of very limited information for spam review identification. That is to say, these terms occur in deceptive and truthful reviews without any difference in frequency. If the terms with limited information were used for review representation, as conducted in the CoFea-T strategy, then it will induce much computation complexity because the length of each review vector would be very long. Thus, it would be wise to reduce the length of each review vector for a time-saving benefit in the CoFea algorithm. This idea motivates the proposal of the CoFea-S strategy. Under this strategy, we rank all terms in the lexicon by its entropy score. Then, we predefine a threshold entropy score to remove the terms in the lexicon and use the new lexicon as a partition to produce the subset I and the subset I I for review representation.
The details of the CoFea-S strategy are shown in Algorithm 3. The difference between the CoFea-T strategy and the CoFea-S strategy is at line 3 in Algorithm 3. Under the CoFea-S strategy, we stipulate that the length of the numeric vector of each review should be θ. That is to say, we use the top 2θ terms with minimum entropy scores as the lexicon. Then, the lexicon is further split into two subsets, the subset I and the subset I I, for review representation to construct the views X 1 and X 2 .
In the experiments, we compare the two strategies embedded with the CoFea algorithm in spam review identification.
Algorithm 3 The CoFea-S Strategy
Input:
L: a n L -size set of truthful or deceptive labeled reviews; U: a n U -sized set of unlabeled reviews; Procedure:
1.
Give a certain number θ to determine the length of a vector, i.e., the top minimum entropy terms will be in the vector; 4.
Represent every review with vector, get r L a , r L b , r U a and r U b . Each vector has the length of θ;
Experiments
The Data Set
The data set we use in the experiments is the spam dataset from Myle Ott et al. [7] . For each review, we conduct the stop-word elimination, stemming, and term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) representation work [11] . The stop-word list is quoted from the USPTO (United States Patent and Trademark Office) patent full-text and image database [21] . The Porter stemming algorithm is employed to produce every individual word stem [22] . We extracted all those sentences from one of the reviews using the sentence boundary-determining method mentioned in Weiss et al.'s paper [23] . Representing all the terms in reviews by the TF-IDF method, which is a numerical statistical approach, reflects how important a word is in a document in collection or corpus [24] . We conduct entropy computation of all lexical terms in the reviews to divide them into two subsets as subset I and subset I I under the CoFea-T strategy and the CoFea-S strategy, respectively. The basic information Entropy 2016, 18, 429 7 of 11 about reviews in the spam data set is shown in Table 1 . The data set has 7677 terms (i.e., words including numbers and abbreviations) after preprocessing. 
Experiment Setup
Based on the CoFea algorithm, three parameters, K, n, and p (i.e., the number of iterations, the number of unlabeled reviews classified as truthful, and the number of unlabeled reviews classified as deceptive) must be tuned in order to optimize the performance of the algorithm. On account of our previous work [11] , we know that the value of n and p should be equal to each other. We track accuracies of spam review identifications when we tune the parameter n(n = p) while fixing the parameter K. We also track accuracies of spam review identifications when we tune the parameter K while fixing the parameter n(n = p). Because the CoFea-S strategy needs to predefine a threshold θ for feature selection, we use θ = 100 in this paper. Results of the CoFea-T and CoFea-S strategies for parameter tuning are as shown in Figure 1a ,b, respectively. from one of the reviews using the sentence boundary-determining method mentioned in Weiss et al.'s paper [23] . Representing all the terms in reviews by the TF-IDF method, which is a numerical statistical approach, reflects how important a word is in a document in collection or corpus [24] . We conduct entropy computation of all lexical terms in the reviews to divide them into two subsets as subset I and subset II under the CoFea-T strategy and the CoFea-S strategy, respectively. The basic information about reviews in the spam data set is shown in Table 1 . The data set has 7677 terms (i.e., words including numbers and abbreviations) after preprocessing. 
Based on the CoFea algorithm, three parameters, K , n , and p (i.e., the number of iterations, the number of unlabeled reviews classified as truthful, and the number of unlabeled reviews classified as deceptive) must be tuned in order to optimize the performance of the algorithm. On account of our previous work [11] , we know that the value of n and p should be equal to each other. We track accuracies of spam review identifications when we tune the parameter n(n = p) while fixing the parameter K . We also track accuracies of spam review identifications when we tune the parameter K while fixing the parameter n(n = p) . Because the CoFea-S strategy needs to predefine a threshold θ for feature selection, we use 100 θ = in this paper. Results of the CoFea-T and CoFea-S strategies for parameter tuning are as shown in Figure 1a In the experiments, we set parameter n p = from 1 to 6 and vary the parameter K from 1 to 20. To average the performance, we implement a 5-fold cross-validation. That means we use the training set containing 320 reviews and the test set containing 80 reviews 5 times. Each time we randomly choose 5% of the data (16 data samples) for classifier training, and 15% of the data (48 data samples) for the testing phase.
To compare the CoFea algorithm with other state-of-the-art techniques, we compare the CoFea algorithm and the CoSpa (Another approach for spam review identification based on Co-training algorithm) algorithm [11] in the experiments. The CoSpa algorithm use lexical terms as one view and In the experiments, we set parameter n = p from 1 to 6 and vary the parameter K from 1 to 20. To average the performance, we implement a 5-fold cross-validation. That means we use the training set containing 320 reviews and the test set containing 80 reviews 5 times. Each time we randomly choose 5% of the data (16 data samples) for classifier training, and 15% of the data (48 data samples) for the testing phase.
To compare the CoFea algorithm with other state-of-the-art techniques, we compare the CoFea algorithm and the CoSpa (Another approach for spam review identification based on Co-training algorithm) algorithm [11] in the experiments. The CoSpa algorithm use lexical terms as one view and probabilistic context-free grammar as another view in co-training for spam review identification. We fix the parameters n = p = 5 in both the CoFea algorithm and the CoSpa algorithm when tuning the parameter K. We fix the parameter K = 5 in both algorithms when tuning the parameter n = p. Figure 1 shows the performances of the CoFea algorithm embedded with the CoFea-T strategy (left) and the CoFea-S strategy (right). In the figure, the warm-toned color lumps represent high accuracy, and the cool-toned color lumps represent low accuracy. We can see from Figure 1a that, when increasing the iterations, the accuracy of spam review identification has a certain degree of ascension. This approximate phenomenon also happened in the CoFea-S experiment. The accuracy quickly approaches the threshold at the K = 6 stage. That means the method (i.e., the CoFea algorithm) has certain limits. In general, the CoFea-T strategy performs better than the CoFea-S strategy. Figure 2 shows the performances of different co-training algorithms-CoSpa, CoFea-T, and CoFea-S-in spam review identification. The CoSpa algorithm has an average accuracy of 0.8157, with 0.8375 as its highest accuracy. The CoFea-T algorithm has an average accuracy as 0.8202, with 0.8326 as its highest accuracy. The CoFea-S algorithm has an average accuracy as 0.7994, with 0.8105 as its highest accuracy. probabilistic context-free grammar as another view in co-training for spam review identification. We fix the parameters n = p = 5 in both the CoFea algorithm and the CoSpa algorithm when tuning the parameter K . We fix the parameter K = 5 in both algorithms when tuning the parameter n = p . Figure 1 shows the performances of the CoFea algorithm embedded with the CoFea-T strategy (left) and the CoFea-S strategy (right). In the figure, the warm-toned color lumps represent high accuracy, and the cool-toned color lumps represent low accuracy. We can see from Figure 1a that, when increasing the iterations, the accuracy of spam review identification has a certain degree of ascension. This approximate phenomenon also happened in the CoFea-S experiment. The accuracy quickly approaches the threshold at the K = 6 stage. That means the method (i.e., the CoFea algorithm) has certain limits. In general, the CoFea-T strategy performs better than the CoFea-S strategy. Figure 2 shows the performances of different co-training algorithms-CoSpa, CoFea-T, and CoFea-S-in spam review identification. The CoSpa algorithm has an average accuracy of 0.8157, with 0.8375 as its highest accuracy. The CoFea-T algorithm has an average accuracy as 0.8202, with 0.8326 as its highest accuracy. The CoFea-S algorithm has an average accuracy as 0.7994, with 0.8105 as its highest accuracy. In order to better illustrate the effectiveness of CoFea-T, CoFea-S, and CoSpa, we employ Wilcoxon signed-rank test [25] to examine the statistical significance of experimental results when fixing n = p = 5 . The Wilcoxon signed-rank test indicates the CoFea-T strategy outperforms the CoSpa algorithm with a two-tailed p-value of 0.0438, the CoFea-S strategy outperforms the CoSpa algorithm with a two-tailed p-value of 0.0002, and the CoFea-T strategy outperforms the CoFea-S strategy with a two-tailed p-value of 0.0000.
Experimental Results
When fixing K = 5 , the Wilcoxon signed-rank test indicates that the CoFea-T algorithm and the CoFea-S algorithm outperform the CoSpa algorithm, and the CoFea-T algorithm outperforms the CoFea-S algorithm.
The CoSpa algorithm only has its highest accuracy point without taking the stability into account. The CoFea-T algorithm has the highest mean accuracy among all the algorithms. The CoFea-S strategy has a good performance, very close to the CoFea-T strategy. Figure 3 shows the time consumed in conducting the above experiments. The computer machine we use in the experiments had the following settings. CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4700MQ @ 2.40 GHz; RAM: Kingston(R) DDR3 1600 MHz 4 × 2 GB; and Hard Drive: HGST(R) 500 GB @ 7200 r/min. The CoFea algorithm apparently has better speed performance in identifying the spam reviews, especially when dealing with a high number of iteration problems. Considering the In order to better illustrate the effectiveness of CoFea-T, CoFea-S, and CoSpa, we employ Wilcoxon signed-rank test [25] to examine the statistical significance of experimental results when fixing n = p = 5. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test indicates the CoFea-T strategy outperforms the CoSpa algorithm with a two-tailed p-value of 0.0438, the CoFea-S strategy outperforms the CoSpa algorithm with a two-tailed p-value of 0.0002, and the CoFea-T strategy outperforms the CoFea-S strategy with a two-tailed p-value of 0.0000.
When fixing K = 5, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test indicates that the CoFea-T algorithm and the CoFea-S algorithm outperform the CoSpa algorithm, and the CoFea-T algorithm outperforms the CoFea-S algorithm.
The CoSpa algorithm only has its highest accuracy point without taking the stability into account. The CoFea-T algorithm has the highest mean accuracy among all the algorithms. The CoFea-S strategy has a good performance, very close to the CoFea-T strategy. Figure 3 shows the time consumed in conducting the above experiments. The computer machine we use in the experiments had the following settings. CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4700MQ @ 2.40 GHz; RAM: Kingston(R) DDR3 1600 MHz 4 × 2 GB; and Hard Drive: HGST(R) 500 GB @ 7200 r/min. The CoFea algorithm apparently has better speed performance in identifying the spam reviews, especially when dealing with a high number of iteration problems. Considering the motivation for proposing the CoFea algorithm (i.e., using terms only without other views), we argue that it is one of the most advisable algorithm among the state-of-the-art techniques in spam review identification domain. 
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we propose a new approach, called CoFea, based on entropy and the co-training algorithm to identify spam reviews by making use of unlabeled reviews. The experimental results show some promising aspects of the proposed approach in the paper. The contribution of the paper can be summarized as follows.
First, we sort terms by means of entropy measures. This allows feature selection and can be conducted based on the amount of information a term contains.
Second, we propose two strategies, the CoFea-T strategy and the CoFea-S strategy, with different lengths of vectors of each view to be embedded with the CoFea algorithm for spam review identification.
Third, we conduct experiments on the spam review set to compare the proposed approach with the state-of-the-art techniques in spam review identification. Experimental results show that both the CoFea-T and CoFea-S strategies have produced good performances on spam review identification. The CoFea-T strategy has produced better accuracies than the CoFea-S strategy, while the CoFea-S strategy needs less time for computation than the CoFea-T strategy. Under the condition of lacking other views to implement the co-training algorithm, the CoFea algorithm is a good alternative for spam review identification using textual content only.
Although the paper has shown some promising aspects of using co-training on spam review identification, we admit that this paper is merely the initial step. In the future, on the one hand, we will use more data sets to examine the effectiveness of the proposed CoFea algorithm in spam review identification. On the other hand, we will also extend the co-training algorithm to more research areas such as sentiment analysis [26] , image recognition [27] , and text classification [28] to explore more fields. In fact, text classification is a basic technique for deceptive review identification. All the techniques mentioned in the paper can be extended to text classification. With the prosperity of e-commerce and online shopping, we regard the deceptive review identification to be a more practical application for users than pure text classification. As for sentiment analysis and image recognition, we cannot apply simple lexical terms as its feature for co-training, and there is no golden theory on how to build its feature sets. For this reason, we will firstly conduct research on feature extraction of the two tasks and further apply the proposed co-training approach on them. 
Although the paper has shown some promising aspects of using co-training on spam review identification, we admit that this paper is merely the initial step. In the future, on the one hand, we will use more data sets to examine the effectiveness of the proposed CoFea algorithm in spam review identification. On the other hand, we will also extend the co-training algorithm to more research areas such as sentiment analysis [26] , image recognition [27] , and text classification [28] to explore more fields. In fact, text classification is a basic technique for deceptive review identification. All the techniques mentioned in the paper can be extended to text classification. With the prosperity of e-commerce and online shopping, we regard the deceptive review identification to be a more practical application for users than pure text classification. As for sentiment analysis and image recognition, we cannot apply simple lexical terms as its feature for co-training, and there is no golden theory on how to build its feature sets. For this reason, we will firstly conduct research on feature extraction of the two tasks and further apply the proposed co-training approach on them.
